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ABSTRACT: Sprockets are most generally utilized in automobile sector and in machinery. These are utilized in two 

wheelers and 4 wheelers like bikes, cycles, cars and other mechanism either to transmit revolving motion between two 

shafts wherever gears are incompatible or to speak undeviating motion to a pathway etc. They exist in various 

dimensions, teeth number and are made from different materials. Sometimes faulty chains quickly wear the sprocket. 

Possible causes of this problems are significant overload, breakage, high impact pressure, excessive chain wear far 

beyond replacement level, combination of worn chain with new sprockets etc. to make sure efficient power 

transmission chain sprocket should be properly designed and made .There is an opportunity of weight reduction in 

chain drive sprocket. During this paper, a study of design optimization of sprocket using different processes and 

techniques is studied. This paper reviews the designing of chain sprocket, analysis using FEA and using the results 

from FEA how the optimization of sprocket for weight reduction has been done. Mostly researchers have used different 

grades of steel as their base material and re-designed the sprocket by using different CAD software, few have used 

composite materials like Carbon Fiber or Nylon66GF30 also as an alternate to steel and compared to earlier research. 

Some has given heat treatment and other sorts of chemical treatment to the sprocket to reinforce its mechanical 
properties. From the review, it's concluded that no work is done in re-designing of chain sprocket and optimizing its 

weight and performance using different alternative materials like Metal Matrix Composite.  

KEYWORDS:Computer Aided Design (CAD), Chain sprocket, Composite Materials, FEA, Sprockets. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A sprocket or sprocket-wheel may be a profiled wheel with teeth that meshes with a sequence or track. they're generally 

utilized in bicycles, motorcycles, cars, tracked vehicles, and other machinery to transmit rotation between two shafts 

where gears are unsuitable or to impart linear motion to a track, tape etc. [1]. the foremost common sort of sprocket is 

found within the bicycle where the pedal shaft carries an outsized sprocket-wheel, which drives a sequence, which, in 

turn, drives a little sprocket on the axle of the rear wheel. Early automobiles were also largely driven by sprocket and 

chain mechanism which concept was adapted from bicycles. Sprockets are of varied designs, dimensions, and teeth 

number and are made from different materials. Sprockets typically don't have a flange. Some sprockets used with 

timing belts have flanges to stay the timing belt centered[2]. Sprockets and chains are also used for power transmission 
from one shaft to a different where slippage isn't admissible. Within international standards sprockets are conceptually 

basic mechanical devices[3]. However, their versatility results in many contrasting style. Sprockets are often supplied 

in various materials and designs, depending upon the appliance and severity of service requirements. Generally, there 

are two major ways of categorizing sprockets; by general form and sort of the hub. Fabricated steel sprockets are often 

provided for each chain tooth combination and are readily available[4]. 

There is a wide assortment of financially accessible sprockets. While they may differ in plan, strategies for assembling, 

and materials of development, they all have some normal highlights. They will all have solidified teeth intended to 

mate with a particular kind of chain, adequate web solidarity to viably send their appraised torque or torsional powers, 

and a chief or center that can be exhausted to the mating shaft's distance across.  

Sprocket Types: 

Sprockets can be either a strong sort body or cast with spokes. They likewise might be part into equal parts to 
encourage simple access during support exercises.  
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Manufactured Sprockets:  They can be created from machined parts, for example, center points, networks, and rings. 

The real material utilized in their development is dictated by the particular application. The teeth on the vast majority of 
the manufactured sprockets are solidified after the machining cycle to give longer wear life.  

Cast: The teeth on cast iron sprockets are framed in a unique example and chilled to make a solidified wearing surface 

at the tooth region.  

Mounting setups: An assortment of mounting setups are utilized to connect sprockets to their mating shafts. The most 

widely recognized has a tightened keyway that goes about as a wedge when the key is driven in. No setscrews are given 

this kind of key establishment.  

Center point distances across are bigger when keys are utilized to guarantee additional strength for power transmission 

purposes. Likewise, a few centers will have tightened bushings rather than straight bores and key seats.  

A sprocket, sprocket-wheel or chain wheel is a profiled wheel with teeth, or cogs, that network with a chain, track or 

other punctured or indented material. The name 'sprocket' applies for the most part to any wheel whereupon spiral 

projections draw in a chain disregarding it. It is recognized from a stuff in that sprockets are never coincided together 

straightforwardly, and varies from a pulley in that sprockets have teeth and pulleys are smooth with the exception of 

timing pulleys utilized with toothed belts.  

Sprockets are utilized in bikes, cruisers, vehicles, followed vehicles, and other apparatus either to communicate turning 

movement between two shafts where cog wheels are unsatisfactory or to confer direct movement to a track, tape and so 

on Maybe the most widely recognized type of sprocket might be found in the bike, in which the pedal shaft conveys an 

enormous sprocket-wheel, which drives a chain, which, thus, drives a little sprocket on the hub of the back tire. Early 

autos were additionally to a great extent driven by sprocket and chain component, a training generally duplicated from 

bikes.  

Sprockets are of different plans, a limit of productivity being asserted for each by its originator. Sprockets normally 

don't have a rib. A few sprockets utilized with crankshaft belts have spines to keep the crankshaft belt focused. 

Sprockets and chains are additionally utilized for power transmission starting with one shaft then onto the next where 

slippage isn't allowable, sprocket chains being utilized rather than belts or ropes and sprocket-wheels rather than 
pulleys. They can be run at fast and a few types of chain are so built as to be silent even at rapid.  

 

Figure 1: Sprocket[5] 
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It is a profiled wheel which features a number of teeth thereon. The teeth on this wheel are designed and placed 

properly based upon various calculations of the planning. The most objective of this sprocket is to mesh with the chain 
drive for the transmission of the facility from one circuit to the opposite (figure 1). There’s a serious difference between 

the gears and therefore the sprockets. The gears are often meshed together to transmit the facility, but a sprocket can 

never be meshed together. The sprocket which we've used has total teeth of 35[6]. The sprocket is machined perfectly 

to repair, it on the transmission box of the rear wheel[7]. Then by fixing it in to the box it's welded at the joints in order 

that it won’t cramp of come off during the operation of the bicycle. 

When the gears can't be wont to transfer linear motion between the shafts, the sprocket wheels are used. These sorts of 

sprocket wheels are widely employed in cars, motor bikes etc. for the transmission of power. the most advantage of 

sprocket wheels are that, they will be run at very high speed and therefore the noise produced by these sprockets is just 

too minute for an ear to listen to [8]. This sprocket is fixed on the rear wheel and is typically welded on the 

transmission. 

II. DISCUSSION 

Based on Literature Review, different design optimization processes and techniques was employed by different 

researchers. A number of them re-designed the chain sprocket, analysis using FEA and using the results from FEA they 

optimized the load of sprocket. Mostly researchers have used different grades of steel as their base material and re-

designed the sprocket by using different CAD software, few have used composite materials like Carbon Fiber or 

Nylon66GF30 also as an alternate to steel and compared to earlier research. Some has given heat treatment and other 

sorts of chemical treatment to the sprocket to reinforce its mechanical properties. For this review, many international 

and national papers were helpful. 

Power transmission sprockets are utilized anyplace pinion wheels may be required however where the distance between 

shafts focuses makes them unreasonable. Car motors use chains and sprockets to drive and synchronize camshafts with 

driving rods. Regularly, these are different sprockets driving twofold or triple-wide roller chainsets. Cruisers use chains 

and sprockets for essential and last drives. Chains work well in grimy conditions, for example, on bikes in light of the 

fact that the individual rollers on the chain will hold grease and work effectively under open conditions. Cog wheels 

work better in housed conditions with ointment sumps, and so on In contrast to gears, chains can extend with utilize 

and require periodic change of focus distances or the utilization of chain tensioners or idler sprockets to pull in any 

leeway. Chains are additionally reliant on legitimate arrangement and strain during their underlying est ablishments and 

most chain producers offer itemized guidance with respect to these boundaries. Chains will in general be noisier than 

gears albeit modified tooth, or supposed quiet chains, ease this worry fairly. They additionally have lower speed 

capacities than gears show.  

Designed chain sprockets will in general be beefier than their power transmission partners attributable to the extra loads 

put on the chains as transports, and so forth Here and there these chains are called rural chains, stumble chains, mining 

chains, and so forth and they are frequently fitted with connections at the connections which the sprockets some of the 

time should oblige.  

Some designed chain sprockets are fitted with jolt on tooth areas which makes it conceivable to supplant worn teeth 

without dismantling the transport chains and eliminating the sprockets from their drive shafts.  

III. CONCLUSION 

It is interesting to watch that mostly researchers have chosen Finite Element Analysis to optimize the sprocket. Mostly 

they need chosen different grades of steel as their base material. Few have tried to substitute the steel with material 
also. As compared to steel, composites aren't very easy to be machined using traditional machining processes. Few of 

the researchers have optimized the sprocket using FEA software without performing the experiment validation. Hence, 

it are often concluded that more weight reduction are often achieved by re-designing the sprocket geometry like teeth 

profile, hub, bolt holes, pockets etc. and more torque are often achieved. Since metals getting to beware" are going to 

be going to deplete someday, researchers are checking out more alternative materials. Polymer composites are slowly 
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finding its place as a replacement to steel. Re-designing of sprocket are often done by using the various compositions of 

polymer matrix composites and more weight are often optimized without reducing the facility transmission. Metal-
Matrix composite are often also used as a substitute to steel for manufacturing of sprocket. Cost of fabric a factor which 

restricts the utilization of alternate materials in situ of existing materials for sprocket manufacturing for automobiles 

and machineries. 

This method shows the varied advantages love it give fewer loads on shaft and it transmits more power than belts. As 

no slip takes place during chain drive, hence perfect velocity ratio is obtained and it’s good for long also as short 

distance. Cost is comparatively high and therefore the chain drive has velocity fluctuations especially when unduly 

stretched. It’s the power to transmit motion to many shafts by one chain only. The chain drive needs accurate mounting 

and careful maintenance, particularly lubrication and slack adjustment. It gives high transmission efficiency 

(upto98percent).It are often operated under adverse temperature and atmospheric conditions. It permits high speed ratio 

of 8 to 10 in one step. New manufacturing techniques also can be introduced or the prevailing methods also can be 

optimized for fast and precision manufacturing of the sprockets. Therefore the above techniques are often used for 

further development of chain sprocket and more efficiency are often achieved during power transmission. 
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